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TranStaT PROJECT

An open-ended transdisciplinary approach on 

ski resorts' transitions at the alpine scale

Under the coordination of Dr. Emmanuelle George INRAE LESSEM, Grenoble

Introduced by Dr. Raffaella Balzarini

Researcher in Human Geography, 

International cooperation officier

at the Labex Innovation and Territorial Transitions in Mountain (ITTEM), Grenoble
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Reasons

Why do we care about the ski resorts’ transition?

Because winter sports resorts…

… have a real economic impact in mountain territories at the Alpine scale

… are very sensitive areas to the global change

(on the climatic, economic, social, environmental and organizational levels)

… foresee a great diversity of evolution trends of their lands (open-ended character of

these trajectories) in a context of global change

Hence the need                  =>  to monitor and describe the evolution trajectories/transition process

=> to resource the territorial actors for and throughout these transitions
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A corporate scope 

French Presidency of EUSALP (February 2019)

the trigger: talk on the design of a ski resorts network

the impulse: to share thinking about their future

Knowledge-based approach : Mountain Tourism Meteorological and Snow Indicators

(MTMSI) produced in the context of the Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S) by

INRAE et Météo France.

Context
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A corporate scope 

French Presidency of EUSALP (February 2019)

the trigger: talk on the design of a ski resorts network

the impulse: to share thinking about their future

Launch of a working group in a mixed local community scale (September 2020) :

 Research teams of the Labex ITTEM

 Public authorities (Régions Sud et AURA, Ecrins National Park, Agence

d’Urbanisme de la Région Grenobloise, Isère Attractivité, etc…)

 Economic stakeholders and ONG (Mountain Wilderness)

Context
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Awarded by the AURA Region Competition for the Procurement notice: support of the

Region Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, as part of the tourism group of the French presidency of

SUERA, in a think-tank on the constitution of a network of mountain resorts

committed to transition (2021).

- Submitted and selected for step 2 to the INTERREG Alpine Space program

(October 2022).



Statements
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The TranStat team defines transition as:

"an active and participatory process of change, taking place in response to a context of societal and environmental change

that raises important constraints and imposes a change in the initial 'state'.

Significant changes are adopted to deal with this problematic situation according to a new desired "state" that can be

achieved through multiple adaptation pathways, different stages and at different scales".

The term Transition poses as a dilemma the right articulation between the economy, the environment and the social.

This term is therefore central for the researchers of TranStat and its partners, an adaptive process to be co-constructed,

studied, described, understood, and shared in order to allow the proper implementation of transitionS in mountain regions.



Statements
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For the TranStat team, transition does not follow a predetermined

evolutionary path that dictates how and where to go.

Transition process must be co-constructed by integrating the features of the

station and the territory in question.

Indeed, each resort has its own particularities (altitude, type of tourism, north-

south slope, snow cover, type of governance and development mode), making it

impossible to envision similar objectives and results for all the resorts.

The expected objectives of the TranStat project are not linked to the goal of THE transition, but 

to accompany the transversal process of transitionS (in the plural) in resorts.



What?
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This project should answer to:

i) how to set up this participatory project?

by accompanying territorial stakeholders, in their prospective analysis on transition.

ii) how to make diagnoses from different angles (economic, ecological and social)?

by designing a reflexive process methodology, jointly co-designed by scientists and

stakeholders in a participatory approach.

iii) how to create a development scenario that brings about general agreement?

by identifying patterns of similarities or differences in this transition process between the

different partner resorts.

iv) what generalisation can we draw from this transition process at the scale of the

Alpine space?

by taking into account the territorial diversity at the Alpine scale and the different cases

studied and identify whether generalizable traits exist.

and finally

v) what are the real effects of the project on the territories?

by disseminating the knowledge and experiences in the European space and abroad.

What is the project?

Methodological tools to facilitate the set up of

participatory and cross-disciplinary approaches.

This project should provide these main output:

Policy Perspective and communication tools which

will allow policy makers to better plan and prioritize

measures to increase the transition of ski mountain

areas.

a Physical and digitall Network of Mountain

Territories (Living Labs) where actors involved in the

transition paths will be able to describe and share

their experiences in transition processes.



Who?
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Who is involved in this project?

Scientific consortium: specialized on the stakes in mountain resorts according to different disciplines (economic,

ecological, human geography and psycho-sociology)

France, Inrae-LESSEM, Université Grenoble-Alpes et Labex ITTEM: Emmanuelle George, Thomas Spiegelberger, Véronique

Reynier, Raffaella Balzarini

Italia, Unimont: Stefano Sala

Austria, Institute for Interdisciplinary Mountain Research, Austrian Academy of Sciences: Anne-Marie Polderman, Andreas

Haller

Switzerland, University of Applied Sciences of the Grisons, Institute for Tourism and Leisure: Jan Mosdale

Slovenia, Anton Melik Geographical Institute, ZRC SAZU: Janez Nared



Who?
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Who is involved in this project?

Living Labs : mountain territories with ski resorts

Megeve and Saint Pierre de Chartreuse

Maniva Ski and Chiesa Valmalenco

Großes Walsertal :Sonntag-Stein, Fontanella-Faschine

Valais and Surselva Region

Kranjska Gora

Stakeholders:

Resort operator/managers, governance agent (municipalities,

regions...), associations, tourism agency, users and inhabitants,

local businesses, regional development agencies, eco-actors, ski

school, economic actors (restaurants, hotel owners…), cultural

bodies, transport agency...Altitude : from 900 m to 3300m

Project Partners:

Région Auvergne Rhône-Alpes, Regione Lombardia, RAGOR,

AlpS and Ecoplus.



Conclusion
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This project aims to co-develop - in a bottom-up participatory

process with inhabitants, visitors, actors and policy-makers -

relevant policy frameworks for the establishment of new transition

sustainable practices across European ski mountain areas.
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TranStat and its network of ski resorts territories aims to be a place for experimenting with applicable solutions for

transitions, to be developed at local level but shared and disseminated at the alpine level.

Based on participatory approaches, direct data availability for use on local level, facilitated by local decision-makers

and experts will allow a real multisectoral, evidence-based cooperation.



Thank you for your attention!
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Goals

What is the project?

Impulse an action/reflection group composed of field actors and scientists on transition processes in
mountain resorts in the Alpine space.

Objectives:
• First (applied research): To accompany territorial stakeholders, in their prospective analysis on
transition

• Co-identify what the problems and where the stakeholders want to go
• Co-produce and share a diagnosis of factors of vulnerability and attractiveness of the resort
• Co-evaluate the implementation of the project, the different steps, and adopt a reflective approach to the
process

•

• Second (methodological research): To propose a reflexive device / process methodology, jointly
co-designed by scientists and stakeholders in a participatory approach

• Third (theoretical research): To help to qualify the transition process more globally, taking into
account the territorial diversity at the Alpine scale and the different cases studied and identify whether
generalizable traits exist.
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What?
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This project proposes to provide: 

i) methodological tools to facilitate this transition process (how to set up this participatory project?)/methodological research

ii) tools for diagnosing the situation according to multidisciplinary approaches (how to make diagnoses from different angles 

(economic, ecological and social) based on the identification of the needs of several partners?)/applied research

iii) tools in the planning of these co-constructed projects (how to create a development scenario that brings about general 

agreement? )/applied research

iv) comparative tools to identify patterns of similarities or differences in this transition process between the different partner resorts 

(what generalisation can we draw from this transition process at the scale of the Alpine space?)/theoretical research

and finally

v) communication tools to disseminate the knowledge and experiences in the European space and abroad (what are the real effects 

of the project on the territories?)/societal impacts

The objectives of this project are also to create a network of knowledge, experiences and ideas on this process. The aim is to 

connect and collaborate with various individuals and bodies involved in the transition process of mountain resorts and to disseminate 

their knowledge.

What is the project?
Impulse an action/reflection group composed of field actors and scientists on transition 
processes in mountain resorts in the Alpine space. 


